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Abstract: Magnetite nanoparticles were synthesized by a simple and ecofriendly method using
onion peel (MNp-OP) and corn silk extract (MNp-CS), in order to develop new low-cost adsorbents
for arsenic removal from groundwater. As a point of comparison, magnetite nanoparticles were
also synthesized with a conventional chemical process (MNp-CO). The antioxidant potential of
onion peel and corn silk extracts was determined using ferric reducing antioxidant power (FRAP)
and free radical (DPPH) scavenging assays, including the total phenolics, flavonoids and tannins
contents. The synthesized magnetite nanoparticles were characterised using different techniques
(Scanning electron microscope/Energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/EDS), X-ray diffraction (XRD),
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area
analyzer). The adsorption capacity of MNp-OP and MNp-CS and the arsenic removal mechanism
of these novel adsorbents was investigated through kinetic and equilibrium experiments and their
corresponding mathematical models. Characterisation of MNp-OP and MNp-CS shows high BET
specific surface areas of 243 m2/g and 261 m2/g, respectively. XRD and FTIR analysis confirmed
the formation and presence of magnetite nanoparticles. The arsenic adsorption mechanism on
MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO involves chemisorption, intraparticle and external diffusion.
Maximal adsorption capacities of MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO were 1.86, 2.79, and 1.30 mg/g
respectively. The green synthesis applied using onion peel and corn silk extracts was cost effective
and environmentally friendly, and results in adsorbents with a high capacity for arsenic and
magnetic properties, making them a very promising alternative approach in the treatment of arsenic
contaminated groundwater.
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1. Introduction

The presence of arsenic in groundwater, either from anthropogenic or natural sources, is a serious
problem in many different parts of the world. Millions of people, mostly in rural and developing
countries, are exposed to high levels of arsenic via the intake of arsenic rich groundwater [1]. The main
concerns related to arsenic in groundwater are its high toxicity and carcinogenicity, since long-term
exposure to arsenic has been associated with cancer (skin, lungs, urinary tract, kidneys and liver) and
other various noncancerous diseases [2]. In order to minimize and reduce the adverse health effects,
the World Health Organization (WHO) recommends a maximum allowable concentration (MAC) for
arsenic in drinking water of 10 µg/L [3].
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Various technologies have been employed for arsenic removal from groundwater including
coagulation, membrane separation, ion exchange and adsorption [4]. Among these techniques,
adsorption offers many advantages including simple and stable operation, easy handling of waste,
absence of added reagents, compact facilities, and generally lower operation costs [5–8].

Many synthetic and natural adsorbents have been developed and applied for arsenic removal,
however in recent years, iron nanoparticles (INPs) have been the most interesting novel materials, due
to their unique physicochemical properties (small particle size, high surface area, high magnetism,
low toxicity) and their strong affinity for arsenic species [9–12]. INPs can be classified into three major
groups namely:

(1) iron oxide nanoparticles (IONs) (i.e., magnetite; Fe3O4, hematite: α-Fe2O3, maghemite; γ-Fe2O3),
(2) iron oxide hydroxide (FeOOH) nanoparticles and
(3) zero-valent iron (ZVI) nanoparticles.

Among the iron oxide nanoparticles, magnetite (Fe3O4) and maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) nanoparticles,
have attracted a lot of attention for applications with arsenic contaminated waters [13–16]. Their
ease of fabrication and high adsorption capacities for arsenic and super-paramagnetic properties
allow for their easy separation from water, make them popular candidates for remediation of arsenic
contaminated groundwaters.

Different methods have been reported for the synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles such as sol–gel
process [16], electrical wire explosion (EWE) [13], hydrothermal synthesis [17], coprecipitation [18], etc.
These methods require toxic solvents, high energy consumption and/or generate hazardous by-products.
In contrast to these chemical and physical methods, the green synthesis of nanoparticles has been
proposed as a cost-effective environmentally friendly and promising approach [19]. Biogenic or green
synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles includes the use of plants, algae, and different microorganisms
(yeast, fungi, diatoms, and bacteria), with plant-mediated synthesis of magnetite nanoparticles being the
most investigated. Different parts of plants can be applied for the synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles;
however, most researchers apply various leaf extracts [20–25]. In general, the extracts obtained from
plants contain a variety of phytochemicals (polyphenolics, flavonoid, tannins etc.) and various types
of proteins, enzymes, polysaccharides and alcoholic compounds which can act as natural sources for
reducing and capping agents in a one-pot synthesis reaction. Such an approach eliminates multistep
synthesis practice problems and the costs of chemical reagents. Moreover, the use of plant residues
from non-food sources (which would otherwise be waste materials) as a feedstock for green synthesis
reactions reduces production costs and further contributes to sustainability.

To date, there is no literature relating to the green synthesis of magnetite nanoparticles using
extracts obtained from onion peel and corn silk, or their application on arsenic remediation.

Onion (Allium cepa L.) is one of the most frequently consumed vegetables, and its production
increases every day due to increasing consumer demand. Simultaneously, huge amounts of waste
are produced from different parts of the onion, which affect the environment in various ways. Hence,
proper use as well as disposal of this waste is important from an environmental aspect [26]. The
concentrations of total phenols, flavonoids, flavonols and other antioxidants are higher in the onion
peel than in the edible portion of the onion [27–30]. This waste therefore has great promise as a natural
reductant in the one-pot synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles.

Corn silk, the female flower stigma of maize (Zea mays L.), is a yellow silky strand found on the
top of corn fruit. Corn silk is a by-product obtained from corn production such as food, processed
food and animal feed, and is discarded as waste together with other parts of corn such as the cob
and husk [31]. Like onion peel, corn silk contains various components, including protein, vitamins,
carbohydrates, Ca, K, Mg, sitosterol, stigmasterol, alkaloids, saponins, tannins and flavonoids (maysin,
methoxymaysin, apimaysin, and luteolin derivatives). Moreover, it is a good source of polyphenol
compounds, which are strong antioxidants [32,33]. Corn silk is used in traditional medicine to treat
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many diseases [34,35], but despite its medicinal properties, it is still not used in the pharmaceutical
industry and is treated as a waste material.

Thus, in this study magnetite nanoparticles were synthesized for the first time in a one-step process
using extract obtained from onion shell (Mag-OS) and corn silk (Mag-CS). These novel adsorbents
were characterized by different techniques (SEM/EDS, XRD, FTIR, BET) and further applied for
arsenic removal from groundwater. In order to compare efficiency of the green synthesis, as well
arsenic adsorption capacities, magnetic nanoparticles were also synthesized by conventional chemical
coprecipitation method (MNp-CO), the most common fabrication pathway for this material.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Green Synthesis of Magnetic Nanoparticles

2.1.1. Preparation of Onion Peel and Corn Silk Extracts

Onion peels (OP) and corn silk (CS) were collected from locally grown produce (Dutch yellow
onions and NS 6010 Hybrid corn, both from NS Seme, Novi Sad). The collected materials were washed
several times with distilled water to remove impurities, dried at ambient temperature, then cut into
small pieces. Ten g of CS/OP were weighed and transferred to a 500 mL beaker, to which 300 mL
of distilled water was added. The beaker was then placed in a shaker bath at 30 ◦C for 1 h. After
shaking, the solution was filtered with a Büchner Vacuum Filtration Funnel and the filtrate was used
for magnetite nanoparticles production.

2.1.2. Preparation of Magnetite Nanoparticles

The magnetic nanoparticles were synthesized by green precipitation method without addition of
a chemical reducing agent. In green synthesis, the plant extracts act as chemical reducing agents while
sodium acetate acts as an electrostatic stabilizing agent for the produced Fe3O4 nanoparticles [36]. In
the reaction procedure, 2.16 g of FeCl3·6H2O and 6.56 g of sodium acetate was dissolved in 40 mL
of corn silk/onion peel extract. The suspension was placed under vigorous stirring for 1 h at 80 ◦C,
and the resulting precipitate centrifuged and washed several times with distilled water. The obtained
magnetic nanoparticles were dried in an oven at 105 ◦C. The synthesized magnetic nanoparticles were
denoted as MNp-CS and MNp-OP.

2.2. Synthesis of Magnetic Nanoparticles by Coprecipitation Methods

In order to compare the efficiency of the green synthesis method and the adsorption capacity of the
green nanoparticles obtained (MNp-CS and MNp-OP), magnetic nanoparticles were also synthesized
via the chemical coprecipitation method using Fe3+ and Fe2+ salts at a molar ratio of 2:1. 2.50 g of
FeCl3·6H2O and 1.21 g FeSO4·7H2O were dissolved in 40 mL of deionized water in a 200 mL glass
beaker. Two M NaOH solution was added dropwise until the mixture reached pH 9 and a black
precipitate developed. The synthesized MNp-CO were then separated from the suspension by external
magnet and washed repeatedly with deionised water until a supernatant of neutral pH was obtained.

2.3. Characteristion of Plant Extracts

Total phenolics in the plant extract were determined by Folin–Ciocalteu reagent (FC), as previously
described [37]. The total phenol content (TPC) was expressed as mg of gallic acid equivalents (GAE)
per g dry weight (dw) of extracts. The tannin content was determined using insoluble polyvinyl
polypirrolidone, which binds the tannins. The total tannin content (TTC) was expressed as mg of
catechin equivalents (CE) per g dry weight (dw) of extracts. The total content of flavonoids (TFC) was
determined by using the aluminium chloride colorimetric method as previously described. The total
content of flavonoids was expressed as mg of quercetin equivalents (QE) per g dry weight (dw) of
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extracts. The antioxidant potential of plant extracts was determined using tests related to free radical
(DPPH•) scavenging.

Reducing power was measured by Ferric Reducing Antioxidant Power (FRAP) assay according to
the previously described procedure [38]. Reducing power were expressed as mmol of trolox equivalents
(TE) per g dry weight (dw) of extracts.

2.4. Characterisation of Magnetite Nanoparticles

The specific surface area of the magnetic nanoparticles was measured by nitrogen adsorption
using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method with a Autosorb TMiQ surface area analyzer
(Quantachrome, Boynton Beach, FL, USA). Mesopore and micropore volumes were determined using
the Barett–Joyner–Halender (BJH) method using desorption isotherm, and t-test method, respectively.
The surface morphology, microstructure and elemental composition of the magnetic nanoparticles were
examined using scanning electron microscopy combined with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(SEM-EDX) (Hitachi TM3030, Japan). X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained on Philips PW
automated X-ray powder diffractometer (USA). Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of magnetic
nanoparticles were recorded by infrared spectrophotometer (FTIR Nexus 670, Thermonicolet, USA).
The point of zero charge (pHpzc) of the magnetic nanoparticles was determined according to the
method described by Zhang et al. [39]

2.5. Adsorption Experiments

Adsorption experiments were conducted with groundwater samples taken from Višnjićevo (a
settlement located in the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina, Serbia). The characteristics of the
groundwater are given in Table 1. Measurement uncertainties are expressed as the standard deviations
of 10 separate measurements. For the kinetics experiments, 20 mL water samples were added to
40 mL glass bottles containing 10 mg of synthesized magnetic nanoparticles (MNp-CS, MNp-OP and
MNp-CO). The suspensions were shaken on an orbital shaker (180 rpm, 22 ◦C) for certain periods of
time (1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 h) and afterwards the supernatants were separated from the adsorbents
using an external magnet. Residual arsenic concentrations in the samples were analyzed by inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) as explained below. Equilibrium experiments were
conducted with different sorbent doses (0.01–0.1 g) in the same manner as the kinetic experiments.

Table 1. Characteristics of the investigated groundwater.

Parameter Value ± sd a

pH 8.05 ± 0.15
Conductivity (µs/cm) 669 ± 14.3
Alkalinity (mmol/L) 6.93 ± 0.37

Hardness (mg CaCO3/L) 133 ± 48.3
Total arsenic (µg/L) 126 ± 8.97

Arsenic (III) 98 ± 12
Arsenic (V) 18 ± 2.5

Fe (µg/L) 20.2 ± 25.8
TOC (mgC/L) 2.40 ± 0.71
DOC (mgC/L) 2.12 ± 0.51

Phosphate (mgPO4/L) 1.33 ± 0.05
Chloride (mgCl/L) 17.7 ± 1.36

Ammonium (mgN/L) 0.15 ± 0.10
Sulfate (mgSO4/L) 20.3 ± 12.2

a sd-standard deviation, based on 10 measurements.
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The amount of arsenic adsorbed by a unit mass of adsorbent was calculated using the following
equation:

qe =
(C0 − Ce) V

m
(1)

where C0 and Ce are the initial and equilibrium concentrations in solution (mg/L). V is the volume of
solutions (L) and m the mass of sorbent applied during the experiment (g).

Different kinetic models (pseudo-first order, pseudo-second order model, Elovich, Weber–Morris
and Boyd model) [40] were used to fit the kinetic experimental data while the Langmuir, Freundlich,
Dubinin–Radushkevich and Tempkin isotherm [41] were applied for modelling equilibrium
experimental data. The parameters of these models were determined by nonlinear fitting of the
data using Origin 8.0 software (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA).

2.6. Analytical Methods

pH measurements were carried out using an InoLab pH/ION 735 instrument (WTW, Austria).
Total arsenic concentrations were analyzed by ICPMS (7700 Series, Agilent Technologies, Tokyo, Japan)
and arsenic speciation analyses were carried out on the same system coupled with high performance
liquid chromatography (1260 Infinity, Agilent Technologies, Germany) [42,43]. Water alkalinity (p-
and m-alkalinity) was measured by titration with a standard solution of HCl according to Standard
Methods [44]. The concentration of orthophosphate was determined according to the official Serbian
translation of a method published by the International Organization for Standardization (SRPS EN ISO
6878: 2008) [45]. Concentration of chloride and ammonium was determined according to methods
SRPS ISO 9297/1:2007 and SRPS ISO 5664:1992, respectively [46,47]. Dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
in groundwater was analysed after filtration through a 0.45 µm membrane filter on an LiquiTOCII
(Elementar, Germany), using Pt catalysed combustion at 850 ◦C to oxidize the carbon, in accordance
with standard method SPRS ISO 8245:2007 [48].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of Magnetic Nanoparticles

The addition of FeCl3 to the OP and CS extracts initiated the formation of magnetite nanoparticles
MNp-OP and MNp-CS. The surface morphology, as well as the qualitative and semiquantitative
composition of the surface of these nanoparticles, was investigated by SEM/EDS analysis, as shown
in Figure 1. The magnetite nanoparticles (MNp-CO) synthesized for the sake of comparison by
conventional coprecipitation method is also shown.

It can be seen that the surfaces of all three materials are rough and contain a large number of
particles that are irregular in shape and size. A large number of aggregated particles on the surface
of these materials could be attributed to nanostructures and magnetic properties, which contribute a
tendency for agglomeration and aggregation.

EDS analysis of MNp-OP showed iron and oxygen weights of 57.1% and 40.3%, respectively.
Similarly, MNp-CS contained 55.6% Fe and 40.9% O. Trace amounts of Cl and C were found on the
surface of both materials (<2%). As with MNp-OP and MNp-CS, EDS analysis of MNp-CO showed a
molar ratio of Fe:O of 41.7% to 43.2%. In general, the presence of Fe and O peaks in the surface of
these materials confirms the formation of iron oxide. The presence of carbon can be attributed either
to polyphenols or other phytochemical compounds or CO2 from air. The traces of Cl come from the
FeCl3 precursor.

The phase identification and crystalline structures of the nanoparticles was characterized by X-ray
powder diffraction. The X-ray diffraction patterns of MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO are presented
in Figure 2.
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XRD patterns show that all diffraction peaks at 2θ = 18.7, 30.4, 35.5, 37.7, 43.8, 47.3, 54.2, 56.8
and 62.5, show good matches with crystal planes of magnetite at (111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (331),
(422), (511) and (440). Additionally, it may be noted that the peaks in XRD patterns of these materials
were broad with low intensity, indicating nanosized particles [25,36,49]. The average particle sizes of
the synthesized MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO, which were calculated using the Debye–Scherrer
equation [50] were found to be 26 nm, 28 nm and 12 nm, respectively. Thus, the XRD patterns indicate
that the magnetic nanoparticles were successfully synthesized using the green method.

The magnetic nanoparticles were also analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy. The corresponding FTIR
spectra of MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO are presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra of MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO.

All spectra exhibited broad and strong bands at 3420 cm−1 and 1630 cm−1, attributable to O–H
stretching and O–H bending vibration from physisorbed water molecules [51]. The band at 2974 cm−1

is attributed to the C–H stretching vibration of hydrocarbon chains. The peaks at 1046, 1076 and 1090
cm−1 correspond to the bending vibration of the hydroxyl groups (Fe–OH), which are responsible for
the formation of inner sphere surface complexes [52]. Absorption peaks at 585 cm−1 and 437 cm−1 are
characteristic peaks for magnetite confirming that green synthesis as a chemical synthesis can produce
Fe3O4 nanoparticles [25,36,49].

The textural characteristics of the synthesized magnetic nanoparticles, including specific surface
area, mesopore and micropore volumes and average pore size of the synthesized sorbents, obtained by
BET, BJH and model t-tests, are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO.

Adsorbents Specific Surface
Area (m2/g)

Mesopore Volume
(cm3/g)

Micropore
Volume (cm3/g)

Average Pore Size
(nm)

MNp-OP 243 0.067 0.038 1.42
MNp-CS 261 0.066 0.042 1.29
MNp-CO 72.1 0.155 0 10.5

BET analysis show that the specific surface area of magnetic nanoparticles synthesized via the
green method, MNp-OP and MNp-CS, have much larger specific surfaces than MNp-CO and other
structurally similar adsorbents, such as magnetite nanoparticles synthesized with plantain peel extract
(11.31 m2/g) [36], commercially available magnetite and maghemite nanoparticles (40 and 39 m2/g,
respectively), magnetite nanoparticles synthesized via electrical wire explosion (EWE) (12 m2/g) [13],
etc. The mesopore volume of MNp-CO obtained by BJH method was higher than for green synthesized
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magnetic nanoparticles. However, in comparison with MNp-CO, the t-test method shows that MNp-OP
and MNp-CS also contain micropores (0.038 and 0.042 cm3/g, respectively) and pore size less than 2
nm, which means that according to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)
classification, these materials may be considered as microporous adsorbents (pore diameter less than 2
nm) [53]. The magnetite nanoparticles synthesized via conventional precipitation method, MNp-CO,
do not have micropores, and its pore size was 10.5 nm, implying a mesoporous structure of this material
(pore diameter in the range 2 to 50 nm).

The points of zero charge of MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO are pHpzc = 5.63, pHpzc = 6.75
and pHpzc = 6.18, respectively (Figure 4). It is well known that at pH values less than pHpzc, the
surface of the sorbent is positively charged, which favours the sorption of negatively charged arsenic
anions. In contrast, at pH values higher than pHpzc, the surface of the sorbent is negatively charged,
leading to electrostatic repulsions between the surface of the sorbent and the arsenic anion. Since the
speciation of arsenic in the investigated groundwater shows that dominant form of arsenic (Table 1)
was As(III), which exists in neutral form (as H3AsO3) at the pH of the groundwater (pH = 8.05 ± 0.15),
the contribution of electrostatic interactions during adsorption of As(III) on the synthesized materials
will be insignificant.
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3.2. Formation of MNp-OP and MNp-CS

The antioxidant capacity of the plant extract is essential for synthesis of the magnetic nanoparticles
and is usually in good correlation with phenols contents including flavonoids and tannins [54]. Their
concentrations in the onion peel and corn silk extracts were therefore quantified. The results obtained
from these tests are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Total phenols, flavonoids and tannins contents of onion peel and corn silk extracts.

Total Phenols
(mg GAE/g dw)

Total Flavonoids
(mg QE/g dw)

Total Tannins
(mg CE/g dw)

DPPH•IC50
(µg/mL)

FRAP
(mg TE/g dw)

Onion peel extract 155 ± 4.8 19.9 ± 1.8 133 ± 9.5 8.82 ± 0.87 2.17 ± 0.17
Corn silk extract 756 ± 56.3 205 ± 7.1 532 ± 16 2.93 ± 0.21 6.44 ± 0.32

The corn silk extract has higher phenols, flavonoids and tannins contents than the onion peel
extracts. Furthermore, the antioxidant capacity of corn silk extract obtained as DPPH• scavenging and
reduction potentials were higher than the onion peel extract, confirming the close relation between
the content of phytochemical compounds and the extract’s antioxidant properties [55]. Lee et al. [27]
investigated different conditions for the extraction of phenolic compounds including flavonoids from
onion peel and observed that total phenols and total flavonoids contents for onion peel extracts
produced by hot water (80 ◦C for 3 h) was 120.60 ± 6.05 GAE/g dry weight of extract and 54.50 ± 5.21
mg QE/g dry weight. The total phenols and flavonoids contents in corn silk extract in our study were
also found to be comparable with corn silk extracts reported by other researchers [56,57]. It is possible
that the mild extract conditions applied in this work (30 ◦C for 1 h), which were chosen for their
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significantly lower energy cost, resulted in fewer losses of phenolic compounds due to oxidation [58].
In general, however, the phytochemical content of plants is greatly affected by plant variety, maturity,
growing conditions, cultivar areas and harvest times, so it is also possible the relatively high phenol
contents in this work are the results of natural variation [35,59].

The characterisation results presented above demonstrate that the addition of FeCl3 to the onion
peel or corn silk extracts cause the reduction of Fe3+ and subsequent formation of Fe3O4 nanoparticles.
As can be seen from extract characterization (Table 3), onion shell and corn silk extract contained
different phytochemical compounds with high antioxidant activities. In the synthesis of MNp-OP
(suggested mechanism shown in Figure 5), we assume that the flavonoid querecetin, the major
flavonoid in the onion peel extract, plays a critical role. Initially, carbonyl and hydroxyl groups
(3-hydroxo-4-ketopresent) in these molecules chelate with Fe3+ to form ferric complex [60]. This metal
chelation also has pro-oxidant properties (via electron or H-atom donation), whereas the transfer of an
electron to Fe3+ resulting in formation of Fe2+ where quinones are suggested as flavonoid oxidation
products [60]. Finally, Fe2+ and excess Fe3+ form black precipitate of Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Like onion
peel, corn silk extract is also rich in phenolic compounds which are capable of reducing Fe3+ [61].
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of preparation of magnetic nanoparticles (MNp-OP) obtained from
onion peel extract.

The results above demonstrate that onion peel and corn silk can both be used to produce magnetic
nanoparticles, thus representing a significant added value to materials currently disposed of as a
non-usable wastes.

3.3. Arsenic Adsorption Kinetics

Kinetic adsorption experiments and their corresponding mathematical models were used to
investigate the adsorption rate and mechanism of arsenic removal on the synthesized magnetic
nanoparticles. The changes in the adsorption of the synthesized nanoparticles (qt) of arsenic during
time t, are presented in Figure 6.
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As can be seen from Figure 6, the adsorption process is time dependent and can be divided into
two steps. During the first 4 h, adsorption of arsenic was fast and over this period, arsenic removal was
55–61%, depending on the applied magnetic nanoparticles. In subsequent slower steps, the adsorption
of arsenic decreased and reached equilibrium after 9 h in the case of MNp-OP and MNp-CS. In the
case of arsenic adsorption on MNp-CO, a contact time of 6 h was sufficient to reach equilibrium.

The adsorption behaviour of arsenic on the synthesized materials can be explained by the basic
mechanisms of sorption and the hydrodynamics of the system. Namely, at the beginning of the
process, the number of sorption sites and the concentration of arsenic in the solution are maximum,
so the driving force of the sorption process is also at a maximum. In addition, mixing provides the
energy necessary to transport the arsenic through the liquid film to the active sites on the sorbent.
Consequently, sorption is promoted by these three facts: the presence of a large number of active sites,
a large driving force and less resistance to mass transfer caused by mixing [62]. Over time, due to the
accumulation of arsenic on the sorbent surface and the resulting decrease in the concentration gradient,
the rate of arsenic sorption decreases, eventually reaching a state of equilibrium.

In addition, since the equilibrium time in all investigated cases was relatively slow (in the order of
hours), this suggests that specific adsorption (which involves the formation of inner surface complexes)
of arsenic occurs on these materials. Unlike specific adsorption, adsorption that is achieved only by
electrostatic interactions is usually very fast (in the order of seconds) [63].

To obtain more in-depth information about the mechanism of arsenic adsorption onto
the synthesized magnetic nanoparticles, the kinetic data was fitted to pseudo-first-order,
pseudo-second-order, and Elovich kinetic models [40]. The parameters of these models are presented
in Table 4.

Table 4. Kinetic parameters for arsenic adsorption on MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO.

MNp-OP MNp-CS MNp-CO

Pseudo-first order
k1 (1/h) 0.459 0.443 1.26

qe (mg/g) 0.164 0.159 0.155
R2 0.9867 0.9371 0.9925

Pseudo-second order

k2 (g/mg h) 3.43 3.49 15.2
qe (mg/g) 0.183 0.179 0.163

qeexp (mg/g) 0.170 0.173 0.177
h (mg/g h) 0.115 0.112 0.403

R2 0.9871 0.9632 0.9990

Elovich
α (mg/g h) 0.377 0.382 180
β (mg/g) 31.3 32.3 76.6

R2 0.9592 0.9607 0.9868

Based on the coefficients of determination (R2), all applied models show good fit with the
experimental data. However, the highest values of R2 were observed for the pseudo-second-order kinetic
model in all cases (Table 4), implying that adsorption process may be controlled by chemisorption [8].
The theoretical qe values calculated from the pseudo-second order model were very close to the
experimental qe values confirming the good agreement with the model. The initial sorption rate, h, in
all cases was higher in comparison to the rate constant k2, indicating that the rate of adsorption was
much faster at the beginning of the process and decreased with time.

In a solid–liquid sorption process, which include porous adsorbents, transfer of adsorbate often
takes place over four steps: bulk diffusion, film diffusion (which includes transfer of adsorbate from
the bulk liquid phase to the adsorbent’s external surface through a hydrodynamic boundary layer or
film), intraparticle diffusion (which involves diffusion of adsorbate into the pores of the adsorbent,
along pore-wall surfaces, or both), and sorption of sorbate molecules onto active sites distributed
within the sorbent particles [64]. The first and last steps are usually very fast and they do not have a
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determinant role in governing sorption rates. Consequently, the adsorption rate might be controlled by
external diffusion, inner diffusion or both.

Since the pseudo-first, the pseudo-second order and Elovich kinetic models cannot identify the
influence of diffusion on sorption, the intraparticle diffusion model proposed by Weber and Morris,
and the external diffusion model, were also used to fit the experimental data (Table 5, Figures 7 and 8).

Table 5. Intraparticle and external diffusion parameters for arsenic adsorption on MNp-OP, MNp-CS
and MNp-CO.

Diffusion Model Parameters MNp-OP MNp-CS MNp-CO

Weber–Morris model

ki (mg/g h0.5) 0.0576 0.0407 0.0954
Ci 0.0139 0.0376 0.0250
R2 0.9630 0.8844 0.8364

ki (mg/g h0.5) 0.00510 0.00188 0.150
Ci 0.143 0.156 0.00195
R2 0.5454 0.0319 0.4932

Boyd model Intercept 0.240 0.254 0.482
R2 0.9822 0.9288 0.9942Water 2019, 11, x 12 of 19 
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According to the Weber–Morris model, if the plot of qt vs. t0.5 is linear and passes through the
origin, adsorption is entirely governed by intraparticle diffusion. In contrast, if the plot is multilinear, it
indicates that the adsorption is a multi-stage process controlled by various limiting factors at different
steps of the process [8].

As can be seen from Figure 7 all the plots present multi-linearity, imply that intraparticle diffusion
was involved in the adsorption process, but not the only rate-controlling step. Moreover, all plots
give an intercept C (Table 4) which means that external film mass transfer or boundary layer control
also exists.

The contribution of boundary layer or film diffusion is often confirmed using the Boyd model [65].
According to this model, if the plot Bt vs. t, is a straight line passing through the origin, then intraparticle
diffusion is the rate controlling step. Otherwise film diffusion determines the process.

From Figure 8, it is observed that all plots t are linear, but the curves do not pass through the
origin and have an intercept, suggesting that arsenic sorption on MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO
was mainly governed by external mass transfer (film diffusion) [66].

In order to make a distinction between kinetic and diffusion control, a very general guideline
can be used: if equilibrium is achieved within 3 h, the process is usually kinetic controlled and above
24 h, it is diffusion-controlled [67]. Thus, taking into account that the equilibrium time of arsenic
adsorption on MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO was 6 h and 9 h, respectively, the good correlation of
the experimental data with the pseudo-second order model, and the results obtained by the diffusion
model, we suggest that adsorption mechanism on MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO is a complex
process involving chemical interaction (surface adsorption), external and intraparticle diffusion.

3.4. Arsenic Adsorption Isotherms

Adsorption isotherms are fundamental in describing the interactive behaviour between adsorbate
and adsorbent. The adsorption isotherm yields certain constant values, which express the surface
properties and affinity of the adsorbent which play an important role in the design of an adsorption
system. Different adsorption isotherms have been developed, however in this study, the non-linear
form of Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin and Dubinin–Radushkevich isotherms [41] were used to model
the experimental equilibrium data (Figure 9, Table 6).
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Table 6. Parameters of Freundlich, Langmuir, Temkin and Dubinin–Radushkevich sorption isotherm
models for As(III) and As(V) sorption on MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO.

MNp-OP MNp-CS MNp-CO

Freundlich model
KF (mg/g)/(mg/L)n 4.97 5.22 4.49

n 0.756 0.966 0.925
R2 0.9620 0.9899 0.9901

Langmuir model
qmax (mg/g) 1.86 2.79 1.30

KL (L/g) 8.21 2.24 5.15
RL 0.9524 0.782 0.610
R2 0.9594 0.9880 0.9881

Dubinin–Radushkevich model
qd (mg/g) 4.45 5.64 4.84

kads(mol2/kJ2) 0.000671 0.000397 0.000381
E (kJ/mol) 27.3 35.5 36.2

R2 0.9473 0.9878 0.9496
Tempkin model

bT (kJ/mol) 41.2 37.1 38.6
AT (L/g) 325 309 341

R2 0.9252 0.9025 0.8825

The results of the isotherm modelling, based on the coefficient of determination (R2), revealed
that all applied models show good agreement with the experimental data (Table 6). However,
the Freundlich model provided slightly better fit for As adsorption on MNp-OP, MNp-CS and
MNp-CO (coefficients of determination, R2, were 0.9620, 0.9899 and 0.9901, respectively), suggesting
that multilayer (heterogeneous) adsorption was the preferred removal mechanism [51,68]. This is
supported by the SEM images, which showed that the surface of these materials was nonuniform with
different particle shapes and sizes.

The Freundlich constant Kf of MNp-CS and MNp-OP was higher than for MNp-CO, implying
that the green synthesized adsorbents can be competitive in terms of adsorption affinity with magnetic
nanoparticles produced via chemical precipitation method. The parameter, 1/n as a measure of
adsorption intensity or adsorbent surface heterogeneity, in all cases was less than 1, indicating that
adsorption of As on synthesized magnetic nanoparticles is favourable and chemical in nature [68].

The maximum adsorption capacity obtained from the Langmuir model (qmax) of the MNp-CS
and MNp-OP was higher than MNp-CO. This trend was in accordance with the KF values obtained
by the Freundlich model. The Langmuir equilibrium constant which reflects the affinity between
adsorbent and the adsorbate, KL (L/g), was 8.21, 2.24 and 5.15 L/g, for MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO,
respectively, suggesting strong binding of arsenic onto the magnetite nanoparticles. Separation factors
(RL), essential characteristics of the Langmuir model, were in all cases below 1, which means that
adsorption of arsenic on synthesized magnetic nanoparticles was favourable [69]. This was consistent
with the Freundlich constants 1/n measure of sorption intensity, which also ranged between zero
and one.

In the case of the Dubinin–Radushkevich model, R2 values were in the order of MNp-CS >

MNp-CO > MNp-OP. The theoretical sorption capacity (qd) obtained from this model was the highest
for MNp-CS and the lowest for MNp-CO, which could be attributed to its higher specific surface area
(Table 2). The free energy of adsorption (E) for MNp-OP, MNp-CS and MNp-CO, were 27.3 kJ/mol,
35.5 kJ/mol and 36.2 kJ/mol, respectively, implying that chemisorption may be the preferred sorption
mechanism of As on the magnetic nanoparticles. Namely, when the value of E is less than 20 kJ/mol,
the adsorption process is called physisorption, if it is between 20–40 kJ/mol the process is known as
ionic exchange, and when E is larger than 40 kJ/mol it is a chemisorption process [70].
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The correlation coefficients for the Tempkin isotherm were low in comparison with other applied
models (R2 = 0.8825–0.9252). Temkin constants, bT, which represent the heat of adsorption, were in
the range 37.1–41.2 kJ/mol, indicating the exothermic nature of the adsorption process. The value of
bT > 8 kJ/mol implied that the interaction between arsenic and synthesized magnetic nanoparticles
was fairly strong and was not easily reversible (chemisorption) [71] which is in agreement with the
results of the Dubinin–Radushkevich model. The binding constants of magnetic nanoparticles, AT

(L/g), synthesized via green method, was higher than MNp-CO, confirming their higher adsorption
capacity as predicted by the Langmuir isotherm.

Note that these experiments were all carried out in real groundwater, which is naturally
contaminated with arsenic. It is therefore not possible to directly compare for example the qmax

values obtained herein with the results of other authors, as a large number of other factors can
significantly affect the efficacy of adsorption processes, especially the initial arsenic concentration and
the species of arsenic present, the pH of the water and the presence of other anions. For example,
phosphate is well known to compete with arsenic in adsorption processes [18] and has a concentration
11 times higher than the arsenic concentration in this groundwater (Table 1). Furthermore, although the
arsenic content of the real groundwater investigated is an order of magnitude higher than recommended,
it is still an order of magnitude lower than many of the studies carried out in synthetic matrices, where
the very high initial arsenic concentrations often result in correspondingly high qmax values [16,18,51].
The range of values (1.3 to 2.8 mg/g) obtained in this work compare very favourably with those from our
previous work, in which Fe–Mn modified granular activated carbon was investigated with the same
groundwater (qmax = 0.5 mg/g) [72], making these the most effective sorbents we have investigated
to date.

Finally, in order to evaluate the stability of synthesized nanoparticles, after the adsorption
experiments, the residual iron concentrations in the treated samples were determined (Table 7).

Table 7. Residual Fe concentration in groundwater samples after arsenic adsorption on MNp-OP,
MNp-CS and MNp-CO.

Sorbent Dose (g/L) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.0 5.0

Residual Fe (mg/L)

MNp-OP 0.036 0.045 0.062 0.068 0.079 0.116 0.120 0.171
MNp-CS 0.045 0.065 0.089 0.078 0.092 0.134 0.154 0.168
MNp-CO 0.035 0.052 0.065 0.084 0.086 0.120 0.133 0.154

The residual iron concentrations increased with the applied sorbent dose. For high sorbent doses
(>2.5 g/L), the maximum allowable concentration (MAC) for iron in drinking water of 0.1 mg/L was
exceeded. However, the MAC for arsenic was satisfied at much lower sorbent doses where residual iron
concentrations were below the permissible level, suggesting that these adsorbents can be applied safety.

4. Conclusions

Novel magnetic nanoparticles (MNp-OP and MNp-CS) were successfully prepared via a green
synthesis approach, using environmentally sound waste materials, onion peel and corn silk extract.
The presence and formation of magnetic nanoparticles was confirmed by XRD and FTIR analysis
while the high specific surface area and pore volume of these materials suggested they would have
good performance for the removal of arsenic from groundwater. In terms of adsorption capacity,
the green synthesized magnetic nanoparticles were shown to be highly competitive and effective
alternatives to magnetic nanoparticles synthesized by the most common chemical precipitation method
(MNp-CO). Adsorption kinetics of arsenic on MNp-OP, MNp-CS, MNp-CO were best described by the
pseudo-second-order model, suggesting a chemisorption mechanism, while the Weber–Morris and
Boyd model showed that external and intraparticle diffusion contributed to the overall adsorption
process. The magnetic properties of these green synthesized adsorbents, which allows for their easy
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separation from water and which thus eliminates more complex and expensive separation techniques
(filtration and centrifugation methods), along with their high potential for arsenic removal from
groundwater, makes these materials very promising candidates for water treatment.
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